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 ““BeslanBeslan ((RussianRussian:: БеслаБесла́́нн) is a town located in the) is a town located in the
Republic of North OssetiaRepublic of North Ossetia--AlaniaAlania ofof RussiaRussia and is theand is the
administrative center of theadministrative center of the Pravoberezhny DistrictPravoberezhny District. The. The
population inpopulation in 20022002 was about 33,600, making Beslan thewas about 33,600, making Beslan the
third largest town inthird largest town in North OssetiaNorth Ossetia behindbehind VladikavkazVladikavkaz
andand MozdokMozdok. The town is located about 10 miles (15 km). The town is located about 10 miles (15 km)
north of Vladikavkaz, atnorth of Vladikavkaz, at 4343°°1212′′N 44N 44°°3434′′EE..

 Beslan is an important railway junction, situated on theBeslan is an important railway junction, situated on the
main line betweenmain line between RostovRostov--onon--DonDon andand BakuBaku, and is the, and is the
starting point of a branch line to Vladikavkaz. It is anstarting point of a branch line to Vladikavkaz. It is an
industrialindustrial--agricultural town dominated by a large cornagricultural town dominated by a large corn
processing plant established in theprocessing plant established in the 1940s1940s..””
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Beslan TragedyBeslan Tragedy

 Community FragmentationCommunity Fragmentation
 Family FragmentationFamily Fragmentation
 Secondary AdversitiesSecondary Adversities
 Individual TraumatizationIndividual Traumatization
 Complicated MourningComplicated Mourning



Case ConsultationCase Consultation

““The things I had seen and suffered wereThe things I had seen and suffered were
burning inside of me; I felt closer to theburning inside of me; I felt closer to the
dead than the living.dead than the living.””

--Primo LeviPrimo Levi ““The Periodical TableThe Periodical Table””
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Children Surviving Their ParentsChildren Surviving Their Parents
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Children Whose Friend DiesChildren Whose Friend Dies

 TraumaTrauma
 Identification with the DeadIdentification with the Dead
 Suspended MourningSuspended Mourning



Community FragmentationCommunity Fragmentation

 Parents versus teachersParents versus teachers
 Community versus 11Community versus 11thth gradersgraders
 Children not returning to schoolChildren not returning to school
 No consensus on anniversary commemorationNo consensus on anniversary commemoration
 No consensus on memorializing the tragedyNo consensus on memorializing the tragedy
 Suspicion between neighborsSuspicion between neighbors
 No celebrationsNo celebrations
 Increase in drinkingIncrease in drinking
 Fears of violenceFears of violence
 Troubled family lifeTroubled family life


